
 

A MESSAGE FROM THE SPECIALIST 
 
 

Fond felicitations, pen friends. Many of you know me from my time as Director of Fine Writing Instruments at 
Bonhams Auctioneers, in which capacity I staged a series of sales that were warmly received by the pen community. I 
have recently and happily made the move to PBA Galleries. This move offers many advantages to both myself and my 
clients, and I know that you will be pleased with your experiences buying and selling pens with us at PBA.  
 
In November of last year I flew to Paris to broker the private treaty sale of the Dunhill-Namiki Hannya maki-e fountain 
pen, the only one known to exist. The Hannya is a masterpiece of the first order and the final price was immense, 
demonstrating the vintage pen market’s vigor for exceptional examples. One of my first objectives upon joining PBA 
was therefore to obtain a strong selection of vintage instruments for our debut Fine Pens sale. 
 
A prominent overseas collector summoned me to visit with promises of a vintage Namiki and other fine pens. I met my 
client and was pleased to find a compelling maki-e masterwork by Shogo in red lacquer with abundant gold powder and 
raden (lot 327). The collection included an impressive array of overlay eyedroppers, foremost being a Paul E. Wirt solid 
gold cable twist overlay pen (lot 290), a rare Waterman No. 402 (lot 281) and an unrecorded Houston taper cap (lot 291). 
Other penmakers represented in the collection are Parker, Edward Todd, Aiken Lambert and John Holland. Of special 
note is a curious aluminum pen made by the Suo Pen Co. to commemorate Emperor Hirohito’s enthronement in 1926. 
This instrument fascinates on several levels: historical, metallurgical, aesthetic and esoteric. It’s a perfect encapsulation 
of the intersection of pens, culture and history (lot 331). 
 
Next I looked to the UK, always a fertile hunting ground for great pens. A London gentleman proffered a large and 
diverse selection of vintage Montblancs including a superb No. 12 “Goliath”, a rare “Architect’s Pen”, a No. 6 
Compressor and a mint “Baby” Rouge et Noir. The collection is punctuated with Danish iterations, numerous safety 
pens and some lovely Astorias. The offering begins with lot 143. Other clients supplied fine vintage pens by Conklin, 
Swan, Eversharp, Osmia and more, and the contours of an interesting sale began to take form. Please note that the 
online version of the catalogue offers additional information about the vintage lots, including reference citations and 
data on relative scarcity. The online catalogue also features multiple images for most of the pens in the catalogue. It’s 
an excellent resource and we strongly encourage clients to avail themselves of it. 
 
Our strongest demand is for modern limited pens, particularly Montblanc. Calling upon our international network in 
search of choice examples, we received an enthusiastic response from all points around the globe. Our clients seemed 
as energized by my switch to PBA as I was, and a profusion of great pens soon filled our offices. There were dozens of 
Montblanc Writers and Patron of Art pens, and it was with great pleasure that we added eight Artisan Editions to the 
sale, including an extra-limited James Watt Skeleton (lot 137), a Kandinsky Skeleton (lot 140) and sealed Leonardo da 
Vinci and Genghis Khan Skeleton pens (lots 141 & 142). 
 
Also noteworthy are a number of fine Montegrappas, including a rare Bruce Lee “Bamboo” rollerball (lot 216) and the 
premiere example of the Eternal Bird in 18K gold (lot 219); a solid gold OMAS Pushkin (lot 240), several fine Cartiers, 
including Panda and Panther Décor pens (lots 205 & 206); a seldom-seen Caran d’Ache “Secret Journey Trilogy” set (lot 
207); four Stipula prototypes (lots 267-270); four Henry Simpole overlay pens evincing high craftsmanship (lots 271-274) 
and five Namiki Emperors (lots 338-340, 343 & 344).  
 
On a recent trip to London I had an opportunity to examine horological wonders at the British Museum, the Royal 
Observatory and Oxford’s Ashmolean Museum. It kindled an interest in fine timepieces, and so I’m happy to offer 
several watches at the end of the sale (lots 358-360) which I hope are a hint of more to come. The last lot is a Grail for 
many collectors: a Parker No. 38 “Snake” which arrived just in time for inclusion in the catalogue.  
 
I’m grateful to each of you for your support, and I wish you success with your bids. 

 
Ivan M. Briggs 

Director, Fine Pens and Comics 
PBA Galleries 


